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Clinical evaluation of a block sequential regularized
expectation maximization reconstruction algorithm in
18F-FDG PET/CT studies
Bert-Ram Saha,b,d, Paul Stolzmanna,c,d, Gaspar Delsoa,e,
Scott D. Wollenwebere, Martin Hüllnera,c,d, Yahya A. Hakamia,
Marcelo A. Queiroza, Felipe de Galiza Barbosaa,d, Gustav K. von Schulthessa,d,
Carsten Pietscha,d and Patrick Veit-Haibacha,b,d

Purpose To investigate the clinical performance of a block

sequential regularized expectation maximization (BSREM)

penalized likelihood reconstruction algorithm in oncologic

PET/computed tomography (CT) studies.

Methods A total of 410 reconstructions of 41 fluorine-18

fluorodeoxyglucose-PET/CT studies of 41 patients with a

total of 2010 lesions were analyzed by two experienced

nuclear medicine physicians. Images were reconstructed

with BSREM (with four different β values) or ordered subset

expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm with/without

time-of-flight (TOF/non-TOF) corrections. OSEM

reconstruction postfiltering was 4.0mm full-width at half-

maximum; BSREM did not use postfiltering. Evaluation of

general image quality was performed with a five-point scale

using maximum intensity projections. Artifacts (category 1),

image sharpness (category 2), noise (category 3), and

lesion detectability (category 4) were analyzed using a four-

point scale. Size and maximum standardized uptake value

(SUVmax) of lesions were measured by a third reader not

involved in the image evaluation.

Results BSREM-TOF reconstructions showed the best

results in all categories, independent of different body

compartments. In all categories, BSREM non-TOF

reconstructions were significantly better than OSEM non-

TOF reconstructions (P< 0.001). In almost all categories,

BSREM non-TOF reconstruction was comparable to or

better than the OSEM-TOF algorithm (P< 0.001 for general

image quality, image sharpness, noise, and P= 1.0 for

artifact). Only in lesion detectability was OSEM-TOF

significantly better than BSREM non-TOF (P< 0.001). Both

BSREM-TOF and BSREM non-TOF showed a decreasing

SUVmax with increasing β values (P< 0.001) and TOF

reconstructions showed a significantly higher SUVmax than

non-TOF reconstructions (P< 0.001).

Conclusion The BSREM reconstruction algorithm showed

a relevant improvement compared with OSEM

reconstruction in PET/CT studies in all evaluated

categories. BSREM might be used in clinical routine in

conjunction with TOF to achieve better/higher image quality

and lesion detectability or in PET/CT-systems without

TOF-capability for enhancement of overall image quality

as well. Nucl Med Commun 00:000–000 Copyright © 2016

Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
PET is a powerful imaging device, which enables imaging

and semiquantitative measurement of tracer activity in vivo,

and thereby visualizes physiologic and pathophysiologic

processes in different organs [1]. After PET/computed

tomography (PET/CT) was used successfully in the primary

staging of lung cancer and lymphoma, several new indica-

tions in different malignant diseases and therapy response

were introduced in clinical routine [2], as well as

investigation of nonmalignant diseases such as infections [3,

4]. Its main clinical indication continues to be the detection

and staging of neoplastic disease [1,5].

Considerable evolutions within the last decade, such as the

development of several promising tracers, and new hardware

features such as time-of-flight (TOF) [6–12] were translated

from research into clinical routine. Additional improvements

in image quality and several technical imaging-based para-

meters were facilitated by advanced reconstruction methods

as well [13]. Since the first PET scanners were introduced

into clinical use, several different reconstruction algorithms

have been used [13,14]. Analytical methods such as filtered
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back projection were used early on and profited from their

simple robustness and low computational time and costs

[15]. Later, iterative reconstructions led to an improvement

of noise and artifacts [16,17]. With the considerably

improved computational resources available, they were

consequently introduced into clinical imaging, in PET as

well as in CT [15]. In the last decade, mainly maximum

likelihood reconstructions with ordered subset principles

such as OSEM [5,10,16,18,19] were investigated and

available on commercial scanners. OSEM algorithms suc-

cessfully accelerated reconstruction processes, but are not

globally or locally convergent [18]. Owing to their some-

what slow convergence in cold regions and close to hot

objects [20], OSEM algorithms are challenged with

increasing image noise per iteration and subset [14,17,21],

especially in systems using TOF [22]. Thus, improvement

of contrast with a higher number of iterations will result in

higher noise [11,23]. This constitutes a limitation for clin-

ical image reading, and for lesion quantification and lesion

detection properties. Thus, the algorithm needs to be

halted way before full convergence [22].

Despite their known potential for improved lesion

quantification compared with OSEM algorithms, the

widespread use of edge-preserving penalized-likelihood

methods such as BSREM was precluded by the visual

properties of the resulting images, such as blocky back-

ground noise textures, piecewise-constant appearances of

organs, and relative noise strengths in high-activity and

low-activity regions [20]. On the basis of different

improvements, BSREM was recently identified pre-

clinically as a useful reconstruction algorithm. For

example, Asma et al. [20] inserted lesions with known

activity into clinically acquired data sets (hybrid data

sets). The authors noted promising results in terms of

quantification performance, whereas visual image prop-

erties similar to OSEM could be maintained [20].

Extending this study, Ahn et al. [24] evaluated the

quantification accuracy of the new penalized-likelihood

method using phantom, hybrid, and clinical data sets.

Their results confirmed the first study, showing sig-

nificant improvement in BSREM in lesion quantification

[24]. Another recent study from Teoh and coworkers

found that such algorithms can deliver an increase in

maximum standardized uptake value (SUVmax), signal-to-

background, and signal-to-noise ratios compared with

OSEM [25]. However, although the recent studies

explored more quantitative approaches, only little infor-

mation is available on clinical reader perception.

Therefore, the aim of our study was to evaluate and

compare overall image quality, artifacts, image sharpness,

noise, and lesion detectability in clinical oncological

PET/CT studies reconstructed with BSREM compared

to OSEM.

Methods
This single-center observational cohort study was

approved by the review board of our institution, and all

patients provided signed informed consent before the

examinations.

Patients and image acquisition

All patients were imaged with a full-ring TOF 64-slice PET/

CT scanner (Discovery PET/CT 690 VCT; GE Healthcare,

Waukesha, Wisconsin, US). The PET data were acquired in

the three-dimensional TOF mode with a scan duration of

2min per bed position, an overlap of bed positions of 23%, an

axial field of view of 153, and a 700mm diameter field of

view. The emission data were corrected for attenuation using

the low-dose CT and iteratively reconstructed [matrix size

256×256, VUE Point FX (three-dimensional TOF-OSEM)

with three iterations, 18 subsets] (GE Healthcare, Waukesha,

Wisconsin, USA). Images were filtered in image space using

an in-plane Gaussian convolution kernel with a full-width at

half-maximum (FWHM) of 4.0mm, followed by a standard

axial filter with a three-slice kernel. This procedure has been

used in this standard way in other studies as well [26].

Imaging studies were consecutively obtained between

February and December 2012. Forty-one consecutive

patients were analyzed (20 female and 21 male patients,

median age: 61 years, range 38–82 years). Patients had lung

cancer (n= 13), breast cancer (n=6), head and neck cancer

(n= 5), gastrointestinal cancer (n= 4), skin cancer (n= 5),

urological cancer (n= 2), thyroid cancer (n= 1), esophageal

cancer (n=1), pleura mesothelioma (n= 1), lymphoma

(n= 1), sarcoma (n= 1), and carcinoma of unknown primary

(n= 1). Patients fasted at least 4 h before injection of tracer.

Body weight, height, and blood glucose level were mea-

sured before injection of fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose

(18F-FDG). Blood glucose level less than 8mmol/l were

accepted for imaging. Patients were intravenously admi-

nistered 3–3.5MBq of 18F-FDG per kilogram of body

weight [297MBq± 26MBq (mean± standard deviation),

range: 238–366MBq]. The PET scan was acquired 1-h

after tracer administration.

Image processing

Raw data sets were reconstructed with 10 different recon-

struction settings. In a preanalysis of the new BSREM reg-

ularization setting, a wide range of the regularization

parameter β was evaluated in seven patients to define a more

narrow range of β for further evaluation. The semiquantitative

preanalysis with image reconstruction sets with a β of 300,

350, and 400 showed the best results with a β of 350 and 400

(data not shown) [27]. Thus, for further detailed analysis, data

sets with/without TOF (non-TOF) information and a reg-

ularization setting with β of 325, 350, 375, and 400 were

reconstructed using BSREM (Q-Clear), to date, a proprietary

reconstruction mode of GE Healthcare. For comparison, one

set using the standard OSEM method with TOF and non-

TOF were reconstructed, respectively. OSEM-TOF and
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non-TOF used the point spread function and three iterations,

18 subsets.

The penalized likelihood function is written as follows:

x̂¼ arg max
x�0

X

nd

i¼1

yi log Px½ �i� Px½ �i�bRðxÞ;

where yi represents the measured PET coincidence data,

x is the image estimate, and P is the system geometry

matrix, R(x) is a penalty to control noise, and β controls

the relative strength of the regularizing term relative to

the data statistics.

The relative difference penalty, which has the advantage

of providing activity dependent noise control, is then

given by:

R xð Þ ¼
Xny

j¼1

X

k2Nj

wjwk

ðxj�xkÞ
2

xjþxk
� �

þg xj
�

� �xkj
;

where wj and wk are the relative weights for different

components of the function and γ is a tunable parameter

that controls edge preservation [28].

Image evaluation

A total of 410 reconstructed PET data sets (41 patient

studies with overall 10 different reconstructions) and

2010 lesions (201 lesions with 10 different reconstruc-

tions) were evaluated in random order by two experi-

enced nuclear medicine physicians (with 6 and 7 years of

experience interpreting PET/CT, respectively) blinded

to the reconstruction method used. The two-reader setup

was chosen to prove the reliability of quantitative image

analyses. For general image quality (GIQ), data sets were

viewed using maximum intensity projection of the PET

and axial views for reformatted sections were performed

before for PET-image quality evaluation [26]. The two

readers subjectively evaluated GIQ of each PET data

using a five-point scale and evaluated the criteria artifact,

image sharpness (IS), noise, and lesion detectability (LD)

using a four-point scale. The criteria used for these

grades are summarized in Table 1 and are based on

previously published studies assessing image quality

[29–31]. For further analysis, lesions were grouped into

compartments according to their location [28 (14%) cer-

vical, 33 (16%) pulmonary, 75 (37%) mediastinal, 37

(18%) in the bone, 25 (12%) abdomen, and 3 (1.5%) in

the limbs]. Lesions were selected independent of their

size. Per patient, all suspicious PET-positive lesions up

to a maximum of five lesions per compartment were

chosen. If more than five lesions were present in one

compartment, five target lesions were defined for further

analysis, covering a range of sizes and subsegments of the

compartments (e.g. different lung segments). The size

and SUVmax of lesions were measured by a third reader

not involved in the image evaluation. Size was measured

in the longest distance of the lesion. Image evaluation

was performed using the ‘PET/CT COMPARE’ algo-

rithm of the AWWorkstation, version 4.5 (GE Healthcare

Biosciences, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA).

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were expressed as means ± SD and

categorical variables as qualitative parameters as fre-

quencies (percentages).

For qualitative parameters, we compared the 10 recon-

struction techniques with respect to GIQ and to four

different IQ parameters (artifacts, IS, noise, LD) using

the nonparametric Friedman test for multiple samples

and the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for paired samples

(results of the latter one presented in the Supplementary

Tables).

For quantitative parameters, SUVmax and lesion size were

compared both among all reconstruction techniques as

well as for TOF and non-TOF reconstructions among

different β values separately using analysis of variances

for repeated measures.

Multivariate linear regression analysis was carried out to

assess independent predictors (i.e. reconstruction, lesion

size, location) of quantitative parameters (i.e. LD and

SUVmax).

Inter-reader agreement was assessed using receiver oper-

ating characteristic curves plotting reader ratings against the

consensus overall diagnostic quality of the study (1 2 3 4 5

vs. 1 2). Overall diagnostic quality was rated to be adequate

for diagnostic purposes if GIQ was rated by both readers

with a score less than 4 and was of nondiagnostic quality if

at least one reader assigned a score more than 3. Data

analysis was carried out using commercially available soft-

ware (SPSS statistics 21, release 21.0.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago,

Illinois, USA). A P-value less than 0.05 indicated statistical

significance.

Table 1 Image grading

Categories General image quality Artifact Image sharpness Noise Lesion detectability

1 Excellent Excellent, no artifacts Clear, excellent images Almost none Very good
2 Very good Good, some diagnostically irrelevant

artifacts
Diagnostically irrelevant image
blurring

Diagnostically irrelevant Good

3 Good Average, diagnostically relevant artifacts Diagnostically relevant image blurring Diagnostically relevant Average
4 Reasonable Inadequate, marked artifacts Inadequate image with blurring Marked Poor
5 Poor NA NA NA NA

NA, not available.

Regularized reconstruction in PET/CT Sah et al. 3
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Ethical approval

All procedures performed in studies involving human

participants were in accordance with the ethical standards

of the institutional and/or the national research commit-

tee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later

amendments or comparable ethical standards. This study

was approved by the review board of our institution

(KEK-ZH-Nr. 2010-0235).

Results
Image quality

Rating of GIQ showed significant differences between

reconstructions for both readers (P<0.001). For reader 1,

GIQ was rated best in BSREM-TOF reconstructions com-

pared with all other reconstructions (Table 2 for mean rating,

Figs 1 and 2, Supplementary Table 1a, Supplemental digital

content 1, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A83, for pairwise com-

parison and Supplementary Fig. 1a, Supplemental digital

content 2, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A84). OSEM-TOF and

BSREM non-TOF reconstructions did not show any sig-

nificant differences from each other (for all β values of

BSEM non-TOF).

For reader 2, GIQ was best in BSREM reconstructions and

also showed significantly better results than OSEM

reconstructions (Table 2 for mean rating, Supplementary

Table 1b, Supplementary digital content 3, http://links.lww.

com/NMC/A85, for pairwise comparison and Supplementary

Fig. 1b, Supplemental digital content 4, http://links.lww.

com/NMC/A86). The BSREM non-TOF reconstructions

(β= 325 and 350) showed significantly better results than

best BSREM-TOF reconstructions (β= 375 and 400).

Artifacts

Rating of artifacts showed significant differences between

reconstructions for both readers (P<0.001). For reader 1,

artifacts were less prominent in BSREM-TOF reconstruc-

tions compared with all other reconstructions (Table 2 for

mean rating, Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 2a, Supplemental

digital content 5, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A87 for pairwise

comparison and Supplementary Fig. 2a, Supplemental

digital content 6, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A88). BSREM

non-TOF (β=325, 350, and 400) were not rated sig-

nificantly different from OSEM-TOF reconstructions.

For reader 2, artifacts were less apparent in BSREM-

TOF reconstructions (Table 2 for mean rating,

Supplementary Table 2b, Supplemental digital content

7, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A89 for pairwise comparison

and Supplementary Fig. 2b, Supplemental digital con-

tent 8, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A90); the BSREM-TOF

reconstruction with a regularization parameter of β= 400

was significantly better than all the others. OSEM-TOF

and BSREM non-TOF reconstructions were not rated

significantly different.

Table 2 Results of different categories of image quality assessment and maximum standardized uptake value measurement

General image quality Artifacts Image sharpness

Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 1 Reader 2

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

BSREM-TOF 325 1.18 0.4 2.95 0.6 1.10 0.3 1.75 0.6 1.28 0.5 2.03 0.6
BSREM-TOF 350 1.18 0.4 2.58 0.6 1.10 0.3 1.73 0.6 1.28 0.5 1.73 0.6
BSREM-TOF 375 1.33 0.5 1.63 0.5 1.15 0.4 1.65 0.6 1.43 0.5 1.30 0.5
BSREM-TOF 400 1.33 0.5 1.65 0.5 1.15 0.4 1.65 0.5 1.45 0.6 1.30 0.5
OSEM-TOF 2.68 0.5 4.83 0.4 2.30 0.5 2.10 0.6 2.53 0.6 3.55 0.5
BSREM non-TOF 325 2.55 0.5 1.85 0.5 2.30 0.5 2.25 0.6 2.68 0.7 1.43 0.5
BSREM non-TOF 350 2.58 0.5 1.88 0.5 2.33 0.5 2.25 0.6 2.75 0.5 1.40 0.5
BSREM non-TOF 375 2.78 0.5 1.05 0.2 2.40 0.5 2.18 0.6 2.98 0.4 1.40 0.5
BSREM non-TOF 400 3.03 0.7 1.03 0.2 2.60 0.5 2.15 0.6 3.20 0.5 1.50 0.5
OSEM non-TOF 3.65 0.5 3.53 0.8 3.00 0.5 2.95 1.0 3.60 0.5 3.03 0.7

Noise Lesion detectability SUVmax

Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 3

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

BSREM-TOF 325 1.10 0.3 2.43 0.5 1.16 0.4 1.11 0.3 7.21 5.3
BSREM-TOF 350 1.13 0.3 1.98 0.4 1.16 0.4 1.12 0.3 7.05 5.2
BSREM-TOF 375 1.23 0.4 1.65 0.5 1.26 0.5 1.54 0.5 6.86 5.2
BSREM-TOF 400 1.25 0.4 1.38 0.5 1.28 0.5 1.58 0.5 6.72 5.1
OSEM-TOF 3.10 0.3 3.98 0.2 2.01 0.6 2.05 0.7 6.95 4.9
BSREM non-TOF 325 2.13 0.3 1.70 0.5 2.62 0.7 2.49 0.6 6.04 5.0
BSREM non-TOF 350 2.13 0.3 1.35 0.5 2.65 0.7 2.49 0.6 5.89 4.9
BSREM non-TOF 375 2.20 0.4 1.15 0.4 2.80 0.8 3.21 0.7 5.78 4.9
BSREM non-TOF 400 2.38 0.5 1.13 0.3 3.01 0.8 3.22 0.7 5.59 4.8
OSEM non-TOF 3.43 0.5 3.00 0.3 3.28 0.8 3.63 0.6 5.95 4.7

Means ±SD.
BSREM, block sequential regularized expectation maximization; non-TOF, without time-of-flight; OSEM, ordered subset expectation maximization; SUVmax, maximum
standardized uptake value; TOF, time-of-flight.
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Image sharpness

Rating of IS showed significant differences between recon-

structions for both readers (P<0.001). For reader 1, IS was

better in BSREM-TOF reconstructions compared with all

other reconstructions (Table 2 for mean rating, Fig. 4,

Supplementary Table 3a, Supplemental digital content 9,

http://links.lww.com/NMC/A91 for pairwise comparison and

Supplementary Fig. 3a, Supplemental digital content 10,

http://links.lww.com/NMC/A92). OSEM-TOF and the BSREM

non-TOF (β=325 and 350) reconstructions did not show any

significant difference.

For reader 2, IS was significantly better in BSREM

reconstructions (Table 2 for mean rating, Supplementary

Table 3b, Supplemental digital content 11, http://links.lww.

com/NMC/A93 for pairwise comparison and Supplementary

Fig. 3b, Supplemental digital content 12, http://links.lww.

com/NMC/A94), without significant differences between

BSREM-TOF (β= 375 and 400) and BSREM non-TOF

(all β values).

Noise

Rating of noise showed significant differences between

reconstructions for both readers (P< 0.001). For reader 1,

noise was best in BSREM-TOF reconstructions com-

pared with all other reconstructions (Table 2 for mean

rating, Fig. 5, Supplementary Table 4a, Supplemental

digital content 13, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A95 for

pairwise comparison and Supplementary Fig. 4a,

Supplemental digital content 14, http://links.lww.com/NMC/

A96). BSREM non-TOF reconstructions showed sig-

nificantly better results than both OSEM reconstructions.

For reader 2, noise was best in BSREM reconstructions

and slightly better in BSREM non-TOF reconstructions

(not significant for TOF β= 400 vs. non-TOF β= 400;

Table 2 for mean rating, Supplementary Table 4b,

Supplemental digital content 15, http://links.lww.com/NMC/

A97 for pairwise comparison and Supplementary Fig. 4b,

Supplemental digital content 16, http://links.lww.com/NMC/

A98).

Lesion detectability

Rating of LD showed significant differences between

reconstructions for both readers (P<0.001). LD was sig-

nificantly better in BSREM-TOF reconstructions compared

with all other reconstructions (Table 2 for mean rating; Figs 6

and 7 and Supplementary Table 5a and b, Supplemental

digital content 17, http://links.lww.com/NMC/A99, and

Supplemental digital content 18, http://links.lww.com/NMC/

A100, for pairwise comparison; and Supplementary Fig. 5a

and b, Supplemental digital content 19, http://links.lww.com/

NMC/A101, Supplemental digital content 20, http://links.lww.

com/NMC/A102, and Supplementary Fig. 6a and b,

Supplemental digital content 21, http://links.lww.com/NMC/

A103, and Supplemental digital content 22, http://links.lww.

Fig. 1

BSREM TOF 350 OSEM TOF BSREM non-TOF 350 OSEM non-TOF

Coronal slice of PET images in four different reconstructions, showing a 64-year-old patient with disseminated soft tissue and lymph node metastases
of a squamous cell carcinoma. BSREM, block sequential regularized expectation maximization; non-TOF, without time-of-flight; OSEM, ordered
subset expectation maximization; TOF, time-of-flight.
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com/NMC/A104). LD for OSEM-TOF was rated significantly

better than the BSREM non-TOF reconstructions.

Maximum standardized uptake value

Analysis of SUVmax of the 201 selected lesions showed

significant differences between different reconstructions

(P< 0.001). The highest SUVmax per lesion was mea-

sured in BSREM-TOF and OSEM-TOF reconstructions

(Table 2 for mean rating, Supplementary Table 6,

Supplemental digital content 23, http://links.lww.com/

NMC/A105 for pairwise comparison and Supplementary

Fig. 7, Supplemental digital content 24, http://links.lww.

com/NMC/A106). Both BSREM-TOF and BSREM non-

TOF showed a decreasing SUVmax with increasing β

values (P< 0.001) and TOF reconstructions showed a

significantly higher SUVmax than non-TOF reconstruc-

tions (P< 0.001).

Multivariate analysis

Multivariate analysis did not show an influence of the

body compartment on the LD (P= 0.09 for reader 1 and

P= 0.50 for reader 2). LD was significantly different

depending on lesion size (P< 0.001 for both readers).

SUVmax showed similar results and was significant

depending on lesion size but not the location (P< 0.001

for size; P= 0.31 for location).

Fig. 2
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Inter-reader agreement

Area under the curve (AUC) of both readers was good

(>0.80 each) (AUCreader 1= 0.81 ± 0.03, AUCreader

2= 0.89 ± 0.03; Supplemental digital content 25, http://

links.lww.com/NMC/A107).

Discussion
Overall, BSREM reconstructions showed a significant

improvement over the OSEM reconstruction algorithm.

BSREM-TOF showed best results in almost all cate-

gories and BSREM non-TOF reconstructions showed

significantly better results than those using OSEM non-

TOF. Except in the LD rating (mean of 2.1 vs. 2.5 and

2.0 vs. 2.6), BSREM non-TOF reconstructions showed

results comparable to or even superior than OSEM-TOF

images.

The potential of penalized reconstruction methods such

as BSREM in lesion evaluation and detection was pub-

lished by De Pierro et al. [32] and Ahn et al. [18], who

showed that BSREM is a fast and globally convergent

algorithm. First evaluations of lesion quantification of this

penalized-likelihood method showed promising results

[20,24,25,33]. For example, it was already found that

BSREM algorithms enhance the quantification accuracy

of lesions [24]. Moreover, it can significantly increase

SUVmax and increase signal-to-background/noise of lung

lesions [25]. However, such technical advantages do not

necessarily always translate into an obvious improvement

in clinical routine. In this study, we have chosen observer

performance assessment over a quantitative approach to

enhance the clinical transferability. We showed that

several aspects of clinical routine reading are actually

enhanced with BSREM.

Despite all the improvements that OSEM reconstruction

brought into PET imaging, one major disadvantage is its

considerable noise, especially when combined with TOF

imaging and even more so at higher numbers of itera-

tions. Increasing the number of iterations provides a

higher contrast, but at the cost of higher noise [11,23].

However, higher iterations would allow for a more

accurate quantification of the standardized uptake value

(SUV), which is desired in clinical imaging, especially

when following up oncological patients. Exact SUV

measurement is particularly important in body areas with

a high background activity such as the liver parenchyma,

the neck, or the mediastinum. On the basis of its tech-

nical properties and depending on the applied regular-

ization parameter β, BSREM is expected to significantly

improve this challenge by ‘smoothing’ the areas with

higher background and at the same time emphasizing hot

Fig. 5
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lesions. This was supported by a group around Parvizi et al.

[34] who compared the properties of 42 liver metastases

reconstructed with BSREM-TOF and OSEM-TOF. They

reported a higher SUVmax of the lesion without an

increased image noise using the new penalized algorithm

[34]. An improvement in lesion detection is also expected

especially in cold regions (e.g. lung) and close to hot

objects because of OSEMs’ slow convergence in these

regions. This was confirmed in a recently published study

by Teoh et al. [25]. They analyzed 121 histologically pro-

ven lung nodules in BSREM-TOF and OSEM-TOF data

sets and showed a significant increase in signal-to-noise and

signal-to-background measures [25]. Our study showed

that lesion detection with BSREM-TOF reconstructions

was rated excellent by both readers, being significantly

better than OSEM-TOF. This improvement was actually

found in all body compartments.

Reduction of noise also offers the possibility of further

dose reduction. As shown in a study by Geismar et al. [35]

a decreased signal-to-noise ratio in the liver parenchyma

is one of the main limitations for dose reduction.

Therefore, the radiation burden could potentially be

reduced by using BSREM reconstructions. Besides the

improvement in lesion detection with a penalized algo-

rithm, relevant progress might also be made in non-TOF

imaging. BSREM non-TOF represents a superior alter-

native to OSEM non-TOF and – even more importantly

– showed comparable or partly better results than

OSEM-TOF in general image quality as well as in terms

of artifacts, image sharpness, and noise. Hence, updating

PET/CT scanners non-TOF-capabilities with BSREM

might therefore enhance the image quality also on these

systems. Besides the expected better diagnostic image

quality, upgrading scanners non-TOF-capability could

prolong the life cycle of older PET/CT-systems and

might therefore improve the cost effectiveness for

healthcare institutions (perhaps not for the vendor of new

systems, though). However, it has to be mentioned here

that this was not part of the presented study as imaging

data were acquired on the same machine and only dif-

ferent reconstruction algorithms were tested. Results for

imaging data acquired on other systems may vary.

The SUVmax depends considerably on the reconstruction

method [36]. Therefore, all clinically used systems show

limitations in the number of iterations, subsets, and

convergence. As discussed above, OSEM-reconstructed

images are becoming somewhat noisy and finally non-

diagnostic at high iteration numbers. Thus, iterations

have to be stopped relatively early in the reconstruction

process and as a consequence, the SUV is generally

underestimated.

As expected, reconstructions using BSREM and TOF

showed a higher SUVmax and are therefore closer to the

‘true’ SUV. Our results are in line with the previously

published studies that provided a more quantitative eva-

luation compared with the study presented here [24,25,33,

34]. Differences in the SUV-values on different scanners

represent a problem in imaging, both in clinical routine as

well as in research studies [2,21,36]. SUV measurements

are not directly comparable if patients are examined with

different scanners, be it in larger institutions with several

PET/CT scanners or if being referred to other hospitals.

Another issue is related to PET imaging methods, in which

SUV are compared with a normal database, for example, in
18F-FDG brain studies. In those studies, the metabolic

activity is expressed as Z-scores, showing a difference

compared with a healthy population. In addition, such

variations in SUV represent a problem in studies depend-

ing on quantification of metabolic activity, for example, in

multicenter studies. Finally, consistent measurements of

activity are important for defining cut-off values/thresholds

for tumor-specific therapy response. Therefore, it is highly

desirable to improve the reconstruction quality to achieve

Fig. 7

BSREM TOF 350

BSREM non-TOF 350

OSEM TOF

OSEM non-TOF

Axial slice of PET images, showing a patient with breast cancer and pleural metastasis in the right and a lung metastasis in the left lobe.
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an SUV measurement that is reliable and reproducible on

different PET-scanners and that reflects tracer activity

within tissues most realistically. On the basis of this clinical

investigation, BSREMmight be one important step toward

arriving at true tracer activity.

Limitations

We did not investigate the clinical significance of our

results, for example, whether reader confidence was

improved. Also, it was not tested whether more lesions

would have been detected with/out BSREM recon-

structed images. One of the reasons is that we chose

patients who already presented an advanced stage of

disease and thus, there might be some selection bias in

our cohort. However, several other parameters, which are

not just important in the evaluation of malignant lesions,

were also tested here. Analysis of SUV was restricted to

measurement of SUVmax, which is the main parameter,

assessed in our clinical care. Further evaluation of cor-

rected SUV-values would possibly increase accuracy.

Furthermore, lesions were evaluated by two readers;

however, more readers might have balanced out personal

preferences of reading. The power of observer assess-

ment is limited as only two readers participated in the

readout. However, for both readers, the majority of the

results point toward the direction of improvement in

image quality parameters on the basis of BSREM-

reconstruction. A clinical reader assessment like the one

presented in here might always be influenced by some

bias as readers are not totally blind to the ‘appearance’ of

different reconstruction algorithms. However, in our

study, the readers were blinded to 10 different recon-

struction sets (eight with BSREM und two with OSEM),

which minimizes this bias. Finally, this analysis was car-

ried out on oncology whole-body 18F-FDG PET exam-

inations and results may vary depending on the tracer and

the imaging technique.

Conclusion
The BSREM reconstruction algorithm shows relevant

improvement in image quality compared with OSEM

reconstruction in PET/CT studies. BSREM-TOF recon-

struction showed improved results in lesion detection,

independent of the body region. Furthermore, BSREM

non-TOF offers comparable or even better results than

OSEM-TOF in GIQ, IS, noise, and artifacts. Upgrading

PET/CT-systems with BSREM reconstruction capability

could enhance the image quality even in older systems

without the need to purchase a new scanner. According to

our preanalysis and recently published results [24,33], the

regularization parameter β should generally be between

350 and 400. Both BSREM-TOF and BSREM non-TOF

showed a decreasing SUVmax with increasing β values and

TOF reconstructions showed a significantly higher SUVmax

than non-TOF reconstructions.
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